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Negotiations break down

By Jesse Fruhwirth

BOUNTIFUL -- Private negotiations broke down this week between the Attorney General's Office and the appellate 
attorney for a man convicted of the 1996 Woods Cross Motel 6 murder.

As a result, a hearing that will help determine whether the man's conviction should be set aside was scheduled for 
next month.

Precisely what was being negotiated before Thursday has not been disclosed, but 2nd District Court Judge Glen R. 
Dawson said an evidentiary hearing will be necessary because "ongoing discussions to resolve the matter have not 
been fruitful."

David Jonathan Valken-Leduc, now 30, was convicted of first-degree felony murder in 2004 for the shooting death of 
hotel clerk Matthew John Whicker, 30, of Kaysville.

What police called a botched robbery led to nearly 10 years of investigation and prosecution of various teenage 
defendants.

Valken-Leduc is serving six years to life in prison. He was 17 on the day of the murder.

Valken-Leduc was the only person convicted of murder, while two other defendants pleaded to lesser charges and 
have since been released from prison.

At least one of those defendants' comments before trial will be at the center of an upcoming evidentiary hearing that 
will help determine whether Valken-Leduc's trial attorney, Aric Cramer, was ineffective.

 

The case was remanded by the Utah Court of Appeals to 2nd District Court in December for a so-called 23b hearing. 
The higher court wants Dawson to determine whether Cramer's representation of Valken-Leduc was unreasonably 
deficient.

Appellate counsel Elizabeth Hunt argues Cramer should have called to testify jail witnesses who claim that Todd 
Jeremy Rettenberger, a co-defendant, confessed to the murder to them. While Rettenberger mentioned another 
person's involvement in the Motel 6 incident, Hunt argues, he did not mention Valken-Leduc.

"After five and a half years of being in jail and repeatedly implicating himself and others but not Leduc, after Whicker's 
fingerprint taken from the scene of the murder was misidentified as Leduc's and Leduc was arrested on the basis of 
that misidentified print, Rettenberger implicated Leduc in order to get out of jail," Hunt and co-counsel Ron Yengich 
wrote in a petition filed last summer.

Rettenberger was given a plea deal for his testimony during Valken-Leduc's trial. Rettenberger pleaded guilty to 
manslaughter and was given credit for time served, resulting in his immediate release.

Rettenberger gave a confession to police in 1996 that also did not name Valken-Leduc, but that confession was later 
declared coerced and inadmissible by the Utah Supreme Court. Hunt and Yengich say Cramer should have discussed 
this issue with the jury in Valken-Leduc's trial, but didn't.

A third confession Hunt cites was from Rettenberger to his mother. Again, Hunt claims, Valken-Leduc was not 
mentioned.

The 70-page appellate petition contained several other claims of ineffectiveness, but the Utah Court of Appeals seized 
on the witness issues and one other item that justified supplementing the trial record with new evidence.

The appeal claims an immunity agreement granted to a key witness by Davis County Attorney's Office prosecutors was 
never disclosed to jurors. That witness was suspected of disposing of two guns used in the robbery.

For his part, Cramer says he has regrets related to Valken-Leduc's trial, which was his first murder case.

"There were things I didn't do that I should have done in hindsight."

But he said prosecutors' conduct in the case led to more prejudice than his errors.

That hearing, when testimony from several witnesses is expected to be received, is scheduled for June 26 in 2nd 
District Court in Bountiful.
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